
Sandstone Lotus Pedestal for
Statue Placement
Read More
SKU: 01717
Price: ₹33,600.00 ₹28,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Pedestal, Statues & Sculptures, Stone
Accessories
Tags: Sand Stone Pedestal Manufacturer, Sandstone
Pedestal, Sandstone Pedestal Manufacturer, Stone
Pedestal, Stone Pedestal Manufacturer in Banglore,
Stone Pedestal Manufacturer in Delhi, Stone Pedestal
Manufacturer in Mumbai

Product Description

With an architecturally inspired look, this powerful pedestal stands as an artistic
statement piece. This distinctive lotus pedestal for the placement of a statue
coordinates well with so many decor themes. Material: Sandstone / Redstone
Dimension(HWL):  18 x 15 x 12 inch  Height: 1.5 ft Features of the artistic garden
statue: 

It's a sculptural pedestal statue made for multipurpose use for the statue, and plant
placement.
A3-tier shaped pedestal has wider on the top part, engraved with lotus petals all over the
garden statue.

Ideas for placing the pedestal:

Show off an embellished bust on the pedestal in the front yard framed by manicured
hedges.
Put it on a corner, embellished with a figurative sculpture to steal the spotlight.
Place a classical statue over the pedestal, with architectural charm to well-manicured
bushes and hedges.
Use a quirky bust or potted planter over the pedestal to steal the show in the garden.
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The small vacant nooks of the patio paired with a lamp/lantern can be eye-catching.
Topped it with a birdbath, or plant display in a classic sunroom.

Ways to clean the home garden statue:

Douse the statue with a  bucket of water. When it gets wet.
Clean the home garden statue with a sponge or towel that has been dipped in water.
Once all the grime & moss gets eliminated, give it a final bath.
Once you are done, let it air dry.
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